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Reduplication

Reduplicated words exhibit one or more identi-
cal segments in a designated position. Hebrew 
reduplication involves only consonants (e.g., 
 difdef ‘to turn דפדף ,’mešorer ‘poet משורר
pages, leaf through a book’), though reduplica-
tion in other languages may involve both vow-
els and consonants (e.g., CVC in Agta: puspusa 
‘cats’, kalkaldin ‘goats’). Not every pair of 
identical consonants in a word is due to redu-

plication, since the process of reduplication is 
restricted by position. In Hebrew, a pair (or 
pairs) of identical consonants that constitutes 
reduplication appears at the right periphery of 
the word, without an intervening consonant. 
Thus, גרר garar ‘to drag’,  ši≤rer ‘to שחרר 
release, liberate’, and בקבוק baqbuq ‘bottle’ are 
reduplicated but מימן mimen ‘to finance’, ספסל 
safsal ‘bench’, and שורש šóreš ‘root’  are not 
(see Schwarzwald 2004 for a general discussion 
on words with identical consonants).

1. S t r u c t u r a l  R e l a t i o n s

Many reduplicated words have a non-
reduplicated counterpart (1a), which may be 
considered the base. A few reduplicated words 
have another morphologically related redupli-
cated form (1b), in which case it is not clear 
which is the base. Moreover, there are orphan 
reduplicated words, which do not have a syn-
chronically related form (1c). These latter are 
considered reduplicated since they obey the 
constraints determining the structure of redu-
plicated forms (see below, §4).

2. T h e  P u r p o s e  o f  R e d u p l i c a t i o n

Reduplication is a word-formation process and, 
as such, it is not obligatory. This process is not 
obligatory for the derivation of a new word 
(the notion in question could be expressed just 
as well by a phrase). And even when a new 
word is derived, it is possible to employ word-
formation processes other than reduplication. 
That is, reduplication is just one among a 
variety of strategies of word formation (others 
include affixation and ablaut) which can be 
optionally selected (see Gafos 1998 for a dif-
ferent view). 

In some cases, reduplication can be attributed 
to prosodic restrictions. Reduplicated verbs like 
 ’qinen ‘to nest קינן imem ‘to heat’ and≥ חימם
are derived from their non-reduplicated coun-
terparts חם ≤am ‘hot’ and קן qen ‘nest’, respec-
tively. In such cases, reduplication is due to the 
disyllabic structure enforced by the verbal pat-
terns (binyanim), which is satisfied by the addi-
tion of a copied consonant. However, epenthesis, 
as in שם šem ‘name’ > שיים šiyem ‘to name’, 
is also a possible strategy of satisfying such 
prosodic requirements (  Denominal Verbs).
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(1) Reduplicated words and their non-reduplicated counterparts 

(1a) Reduplicated—Non-reduplicated

חימם ≤imem ‘to heat’ חם ≤am ‘hot’
משורר mešorer ‘poet’ שיר šir ‘song’
כדרר kidrer ‘to dribble’ כדור kadur ‘ball’
שמנמן šmanman ‘chubby’ שמן šamen ‘fat’

(1b) Reduplicated—reduplicated

צלצל ßilßel ‘to ring’ צליל ßlil ‘sound’
בלבל bilbel ‘to confuse’ בלל balal ‘to mix’
צמרמורת ßmarmóret ‘shiver’ מצמרר meßamrer ‘shivering’

(1c) Orphan reduplicated

קילל qilel ‘to curse’
זקיק zaqiq ‘follicle’
שרפרף šrafraf ‘footstool’

Reduplicated words, like non-reduplicated 
native ones, fit into verbal and nominal con-
figurations (binyanim and mishqalim, respec-
tively; → Binyanim; Mishqal), which limit 
the phonological shape of the word in terms 
of prosodic structure (number of syllables 
and syllable structures) and vocalic pattern. 
Some configurations have affixes. As shown 
in (3)below, reduplicated words fit into the 
same configurations as non-reduplicated 
words.

A restriction specific to reduplication is that 
the identical pairs of consonants must be at the 
right periphery of the word (e.g., חגג ≤agag ‘to 
celebrate’, ורדרד vradrad ‘pinkish’) and not 
at the left (חחג* *≤a≤ag, ורורד* *vravrad). 
It should be noted that this restriction is not 
based on the existing lexicon of Hebrew alone, 
but also on the preference manifested in experi-
mental studies on nonce-words (Berent and 
Shimron 1997).

4. T h e  G r a m m a r  o f 
R e d u p l i c a t i o n

Speakers of Hebrew can form a reduplicated 
word from a non-reduplicated one, as well as 
identify a word as reduplicated without a given 
base. These capacities can be accounted for in 
terms of constraints on the patterns of redupli-
cation (Bat-El 2006). 

In other cases, reduplication conveys seman-
tic properties, like diminutive in קמט qéme† 
‘wrinkle’  qam†u† ‘little wrinkle’ or קמטוט < 
durative/repetitive in כדור kadur ‘ball’ > כדרר 
kidrer ‘to dribble’ (Ussishkin 1999; 2000; 
Tobin 2001). However, it is not the case 
that every instance of reduplication conveys 
these semantic properties (e.g., דובר dover 
‘spokesman’ > דברר divrer ‘acting as a spokes-
man’ is not durative/repetitive). Moreover, 
these semantic properties are found in other 
morphological structures (e.g., diminutive 
in degel)  דגל dégel ‘flag’ > דגלון diglon ‘little 
flag’).

3. C o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  H e b r e w 
R e d u p l i c a t i o n

There are four structural configurations of redu-
plication in Hebrew, each distinguished by the 
number of identical pairs of consonants (one or 
two) and the number of different consonants 
(two or three) (see Tobin 2001 for a sign-
oriented classification). While the configura-
tions in (2a–c) are found in all major lexical 
categories, that in (2d) is restricted to nouns 
and adjectives.

The limited configurations in (2) are due to 
two types of restrictions, one general to all 
native Hebrew words and another specific to 
reduplication.
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(2) Configurations of reduplication

Configurations No. of
dentical pairs

No. of 
different Cs

(2a) CVCiVCi 1 2 חביב ≤aviv ‘charming’

(2b) CVCCiVCi 1 3 שחרר ši≤rer ‘to release’

(2c) CiVCjCiVCj 2 2 גלגל galgal ‘wheel’

(2d) CCiVCjCiVCj 2 3 שרברב šravrav ‘plumber’

(3) Configurations shared by reduplicated and non-reduplicated words

Configuration Reduplicated Non-reduplicated
CaCaC גרר garar ‘to drag’ גדל gadal ‘to grow’
CiCeC חימם ≤imem ‘to heat’ חיבק ≤ibeq ‘to hug’
CiCCeC קלקל qilqel ‘to spoil’ דקלם diqlem ‘to cite’
hiCCiC הפליל hiflil ‘to incriminate’ הכניס hixnis ‘to put in’
hitCaCeC התקרר hitqarer ‘to get a cold’ התלבש hitlabeš ‘to dress’
CaCiC קריר qarir ‘chilly’ שביר šavir ‘fragile’
CoCeC שודד šoded ‘robber’ שומר šomer ‘guard’
CaCCuC שבלול šablul ‘snail’ ילקוט yalqu† ‘school bag’
CaCCéCet דפדפת dafdéfet ‘paper pad’ כרטסת kar†éset ‘card index’
miCCaCa מכללה mixlala ‘college’ משטרה miš†ara ‘police’

prosodic structure of the word is determined by 
the configurations (see (3) above), which limit 
the size of the word to two syllables (excluding 
affixes) and the syllable structure to CV, CVC, 
and initial CCVC. Note that syllables with 
initial CC are possible only in word-initial posi-
tion in nouns and adjectives (e.g., צמיחה ßmixa 
‘growth’, קטנה   q†ana ‘small [fs.]’); verbs do 
not allow such syllables with the exception of 
denominal verbs derived from bases with initial 
cluster (e.g., טרינספר †rinsfer ‘to transfer’).

Given the above constraints, the prosodic 
structures CVCVC and CVCCVC provided by 
the configurations, can host only the exist-
ing pattern of reduplication: C1VC2VC2, C1VC2

C3VC3, and C1VC2C1VC2. Patterns such as 
*{[C1VC2]VC1} are excluded (thus שורש šóreš 
‘root’  is not reduplicated), since the conso-
nant at the right edge of the word (C1) does 
not correspond to the consonant at the right 
edge of the stem. Similarly, patterns such as 
*{C1V[C1VC2]} are excluded (thus מימן mimen 
‘to finance’ is not reduplicated) since the stem 
([C1VC2]) is not at the left edge of the word. 

A constraint requiring contiguity in the string 
of consonants must also be assumed, in order 
to exclude patterns such as *{[C1VC3]C2VC3} 
(thus ספסל safsal ‘bench’ is not reduplicated). 
This constraint is also relevant for the pattern 

The first structural constraint on the patterns of 
reduplication states that the stem is positioned 
at the left periphery of the word (prefixes 
excluded). As psycholinguistic studies suggest, 
the left periphery (the beginning) of the word 
facilitates processing and word recognition, 
such that, the sooner the stem is identified, the 
quicker the recognition of the word (Bat-El 
2002). 

At the other end, the right periphery is per-
ceptually salient, in particular when stress is 
final, as is usually the case in native Hebrew 
words (note that all reduplicated forms con-
form to native configurations). This is the moti-
vation for another constraint, which states that 
the final consonant of the word corresponds 
to the final consonant of the stem. Note that 
reduplicated forms may undergo spirantization, 
resulting in non-identical corresponding conso-
nants (e.g., שרבב širbev ‘to prolong, insert in 
the wrong place’). Although spirantization is 
opaque in Modern Hebrew, speakers identify 
the correspondence between the two consonants 
(  bgdkpt Consonants: Modern Hebrew).

These two constraints impose the structure 
{[. . .Ci]Stem. . .Ci}Word on reduplicated forms, 
where the stem is word-initial and the final con-
sonant of the word corresponds (i.e., is identi-
cal) to the final consonant of the stem. The 
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C1C2VC3C2VC3, explaining the absence of the 
pattern *{[C1C2VC3]C1VC3}, where the copied 
material (C1VC3) is not contiguous. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n

Hebrew reduplicated words, which conform to 
the structural restrictions imposed by the lan-
guage’s verbal and nominal configuration, have 
one or two pairs of identical consonants. The 
position of the identical consonants is restricted 
to the right periphery of the word, allowing 
the base stem to be aligned with the left edge. 
Words with identical consonants that do not 
obey the constraints on reduplication are not 
reduplicated, though they might have been 
reduplicated in earlier stages of the language. 
Speakers may resist words with identical conso-
nants that do not obey the constraints on redu-
plication. This is evident by the word שפופרת 
šfoferet ‘tube’, which speakers often produce 
(and also spell) as שפורפרת šforferet. Interest-
ingly, a search in the Bar-Ilan Responsa Project 
database (2010) reveals that the wrong form in 
the current stage of the language (i.e., šforferet) 
is documented (though rarely) in texts from 
the 11th century on, and might have originally 
been correct, if שפופרת šfoferet ‘tube’ is histori-
cally a reduplicated form of שופר šofar ‘ram’s 
horn’ (i.e., šofar > šforferet > šfoferet). A simi-
lar historical development is found in Chaha 
(Banksira 2000), where C1VC1VC2 forms are 
derived from C1VC2C1VC2 via deletion of a 
non-final coda consonant.
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Reflexive

1. D e f i n i t i o n s  a n d  S c o p e

A reflexive verb denotes a verb or construction 
where the subject and the object refer to the 
same entity or set of entities. These two roles 
are often referred to as ‘agent’ and ‘patient’, 
but unlike in prototypical agent-patient rela-
tionships a reflexive verb does not necessarily 
involve a change of state (  Agent; Patient), 
and thus manifests an intermediate degree of 
transitivity. A reflexive pronoun, likewise, typi-
cally denotes a referent that is identical to that 
of the Actor (the subject noun phrase), but gen-
erally has the syntactic function of an object. 
A reflexive verb, like a passive verb, can only 
be used to refer to a situation in which there 
is an agent, while a verb in the middle-voice is 
unmarked with respect to the presence of an 
agent, and thus may often be used in Hebrew 
to refer to the same situation as the passive or 
reflexive. There are, however, also reflexive-
patient-subject constructions, i.e., construc-
tions in which a transitive verb has a patient as 
its subject and a reflexive pronoun as its object, 
e.g., עצמה את  שמצדיקה  השקעה   zo hašqa≠a זו 
še-maßdiqa ±et ≠aßmah ‘It is an investment that 
justifies itself’.

Reflexivization of the sort found in Semitic 
languages, as opposed to that found in Romance 
languages, is generally viewed as clause-bound 
and sensitive to the semantics of the verb. As 
opposed to the situation in Romance languages, 
it can be the input to nominalization, e.g., 
התרחצות בים  tihye hitra≤aßut ba-yam תהיה 
‘There will be bathing.REF in the sea’. In gen-
erative studies (Reinhart and Siloni 2005; Siloni 
2008), there is a view that takes reflexivization 




